Mission training

Northrop Grumman provides delivery of integrated training services, innovative training technologies and subject matter experts to DoD, non-DoD, coalition and multinational customers across the full range of military operations. Mission training includes mission rehearsal, exercises, doctrine development, instruction, curriculum development, and virtual constructive simulations training.
Army training

Built on decades of experience, Northrop Grumman is at the forefront of developing and fielding training solutions for the U.S. Army. Our products and services help train soldiers for full-spectrum operations worldwide. Our superior performance creates affordable, innovative, mission-focused training that prepares soldiers for success.
The Northrop Grumman Joint and Coalition Warfighting Support Team provides the DD J7 training and development of joint, interagency, and multinational capabilities in order to meet the present and future operational needs of the Joint and Coalition force. As the prime support contractor for the JCW, Northrop Grumman delivers affordable and innovative program management and joint force development support in the form of: collective and individual training, joint and coalition operational analysis, concepts, solution evaluation, doctrine, and training enterprise architecture. Support is provided primarily from the JCW in Suffolk, Va. and is simultaneously performed at multiple locations worldwide by forward deployed support elements or deployed on-site support.

For more information, please contact:
Northrop Grumman
Program Manager JCW Support Team
James B. Stone
757-638-4185
James.b.stone@ngc.com
In support of the U.S. Army’s senior leader training program, Northrop Grumman provides expert training services to brigade, division, and corps-level commanders and their staff, as well as commanders of U.S. Army forces functioning as a joint force component. We provide the operational and technical site support, model testing, verification and validation, functional validation, and other technical support for computer-driven exercises. We also develop innovative approaches and deliver quality products that focus on full system integration to support Warfighter training and provide efficient and reliable performance.

For more information, please contact:
Northrop Grumman
Business Manager, MCTP
John F. Finan
913-684-5274
John.finan@ngc.com
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III Corps Mission Command Training Center

The III Corps Mission Command Training Center assists Army units in preparing and training for a range of unified land operations in a contemporary operating environment. We do this through the conduct of collective exercises, mission command systems sustainment training, mission staff training, virtual training, Army games for training, and technical support. We train forces across the Army Force Generation continuum and support transformation and modernization efforts of divisions, brigades, and battalions.

For more information, please contact:
Northrop Grumman
Program Manager
Shirley DeGroot
254-285-5505
Shirley.degroot@ngc.com
Mission Command Training Support program (MCTSP)

Northrop Grumman supports the National Guard by training unit commanders and their staff at the battalion level and above in mission command. Our trainers support from three fixed Mission Training Complexes (Fort Leavenworth, Kan.; Camp Dodge, Iowa; and Fort Indiantown Gap, Pa.) or by fielding mission-specific mobile training teams to provide training with unit equipment at home stations. Training advisors and subject matter experts afford unit commanders with advice as well as serving as conduits for support from the larger program. Training provided ranges from individual Mission Command System training to doctrinal training teams for staff processes to fully integrated simulation/stimulation driven command post exercises.

For more information, please contact:

Northrop Grumman
Program Manager
Douglas Tystad
913-651-2458
Doug.tystad@ngc.com
Northrop Grumman provides a wide spectrum of services to support Naval Total Force (NTF) training, including exercise support, doctrine, training concept development and educational training products and related support services. We continue to offer and deliver quality training services, products and support that enable an increase in knowledge and proficiency, while providing the type of cost-wise readiness the Navy will need and demand in the coming years.
Training Data Products Contract (TDPC)

Through the TDPC vehicle, the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) and the Naval Air Warfare Center Training Systems Division (NAWCTSD) aim to acquire the capability to develop and support training and simulation products and systems, in direct support of the Naval Aviation Enterprise and all warfare enterprises.

Northrop Grumman’s efforts under the TDPC multiple award contract involve applying the “ADDIE” model approach to Instructional Systems Development for the analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation of training systems and intermediate work products. Training systems within scope of the TDPC include: self-paced training, group-paced training, dual purpose training, blended training, learner assessments and performance support systems. Northrop Grumman’s efforts will support the Navy, Naval Air Systems Command’s Aviation Training Systems Program Office, NAWCTSD and the directorates for aviation, surface, undersea and cross-warfare/International, as well as other NAWCTSD DoD contract partners. The TDPC is divided into three functional areas, each of which can be used for the production, delivery, and sustainment of a training system. Northrop Grumman will provide products and services in the following areas:

- Analysis, design and evaluation
- Development, production and implementation
- Sustainment

For more information, please contact:
Northrop Grumman
Program Manager
Michael O’Neill
270-319-8661
Michael.O’Neill@ngc.com
Naval Training Products and Services (NTPS)

The mission of the NTPS Multiple Award Contract (MAC) is to acquire the capability to plan, analyze, design, develop, implement, deliver, evaluate and maintain training content and PC simulation products for the Naval Total Force (NTF).

Northrop Grumman’s efforts under the NTPS MAC involve applying the Instructional Systems Development or ISD/Systems Approach to Training models to the development and life-cycle maintenance of curricula. To support the Navy and the Naval Education and Training Command (NETC), Northrop Grumman will meet DoD training requirements and Navy distance learning objectives through delivery of modular, scalable, and tailored learning continuums. The basic requirements to be performed under this contract are categorized into five functional areas:

- Planning and assessment
- Curriculum development
- Curriculum maintenance
- PC modeling and simulation
- Program management and staff support

The mission of Northrop Grumman and the NETC is to develop the NTF through education and training that builds personal, professional, and leadership skills by tailoring knowledge to the individual and providing access when needed through optimal use of technology.

For more information, please contact:

Northrop Grumman
Program Manager
Michael O’Neill
270-319-8661
Michael.O’Neill@ngc.com
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